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We consider only finite, undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges. A clique of a 
graph G is a maximal complete subgraph of G. The clique number w(G) is the number of 
vertices in the largest clique of G. This note addresses the foflowing question: Which graphs G 
on n vertices with w(G) = r have the maximum number of cliques? 
Notation 
We will consider only finite, undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges. 
Denote the vertex set and the edge set of G by v(G) and e(G), respectively. Let 
ISI denote the number of elements in set S. A clique of graph G is a maximal 
complete subgraph. The clique graph K(G) is the intersection graph of the cliques 
of G. Let C(G) denote the set of all complete subgraphs of G. The clique number 
w(G) is the number of vertices in the largest clique of G. 
For 1 < r < n let 
F(n) = max{IK(G)l"  Iv(G)l = n) 
G 
and let 
F(n, r)=max{IK(G)l: Iv(G)l =n and re(G)--r). 
G 
Let 
f(n, r) = max{lC(G)l: Iv(G)l - n and w(G) = r}. 
G 
A Turan graph T(n, r) is a multipartite graph constructed in the following way: 
on n vertices Vx,. . . ,  vn connect by an edge vi and vj if and only if i #:j (mod r). 
Denote IK(T(n, r))[ by tk(n, r) and IC(T(n, r))l by to(n, r). 
1. BK iq~und 
In 1941 P. Turan [5] introduced this multipartite graph T(n, r) as the unique 
graph which maximizes the number of edges of a graph of n vertices without a 
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complete subgraph of r + 1 vertices. Since then these Turan graphs have been 
found to be the unique solutions to a number of extremal problems, and have 
been generalized in a variety of ways (cf. [1, Chapter 6]). Although not in these 
terms, J.W. Moon and L. Moser [3] discovered that a Turan graph was the 
unique graph which maximizes the number of cliques among the graphs of n 
vertices, specifically that 
Hedman [2] has shown that a graph G on n vertices has at most 2 "-w<~) cliques, 
and that if w(G) >1½n, then any extremal graph achieving this bound must contain 
a Turan graph as an induced subgraph. The present note will establish the 
following related result: The Turan graph T(n, r) is the unique graph which 
maximizes the number of cliques among the graphs G of n vertices whose clique 
number is w(G) = r, where r < ½n. 
2. Main Theorem 
Theorem 2.1 For graph G on n vertices with w(G) = r < ½n, IK(G)I = F(n, r) if 
and only if G ~ T(n, r). 
3. Lemmata 
We will need the following result demonstrated by S. Roman [4]. 
Lemma 3.1 For graph G with n vertices and w(G) = r, f (n ,  r) = IC(G)I if and 
only if G ~ T(n, r). 
We need to establish the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2 For 1 < r < n, tc(n - r, r) + 1 >t F(n, r). 
Proof Let G be a graph on n vertices with w(G) = r which attains this maximum, 
i.e., IK(G)[ = F(n, r). We now define a function g which will be used throughout 
this note. Let K~ be a clique Of G such that IK~l = r. Denote by G* the graph 
G - K~ obtained from G by deleting all vertices of K1. Let g be the function from 
K(G) -  {K1} into C(G*) defined by g(K)= KN G*. It is clear that g is an 
injection; otherwise, for Ki 4= Kj, if g(Ki) = g(Ki), then 
(g i n K1) U (gjn gl) U g(gi) 
is a complete subgraph containing both Ki and Kj, contradicting the maximality 
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of cliques. Since g is an injection it follows that IC(G*)I t> IK(G)I - 1 = F(n, r) - 
1. From Lemma 3.1 we know that t,(n - r, r) >I C(G*). [] 
4. P roo f  o f  Ma in  Theorem 
Part I 
Assume G ~ T(n, r). We will show that IK(G)[ = F(n, r). Recall that v~vj • 
e(G) if and only if i4=j (modr) .  Denote by K~ the clique on vertices 
{v~, . . . ,  v~}. Note that G*=G-K~ is T(n - r ,  r). As above, define the 
injection g from K(G)  - {KI} into C(G*) by g(K) = K I"1G*. Then IC(G*)I 
IK (G) I -  1. 
Now we will show that g is a surjection. For any C~ • C(G*), if ICi] = r, then Ci 
is in fact a clique of G, and g(Ci) = C~. If ICi] < r, let 
v(c , )  = (v , , ,  . . . , v ,c ) .  
Then there are r -c  integers among (1 , . . .  ,r} incongruent to each of 
i l , .  • •, i~ (mod r); denote these by ( i~+1, . . . ,  it}. Thus, (vii, • • . ,  vic,• • •, vir} 
are all connected in G, and, as w(G)= r, are vertices of a clique; call it K~. 
Hence, g(Ki) = Ci. 
As g is both injective and surjective, iC(G*)i = iK (G) I -  1. But since G* -  
T(n - r, r), [K(G)I - 1 = t~(n - r, r). Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, IK(G)i - 
F(n, r). 
Part II 
Now assume for a graph G on n vertices with w(G)= r < ½n that ]K(G)] = 
F(n, r). We will show that then G ~ T(n, r), and thus show that T(n, r) is the 
only extremal graph. Let K1 be a clique of G such that ]K1] = r. As above, define 
the injection g from K(G) -{K1} into C(G*) by g(K)=KAG* .  Thus, 
]C(G*)] >1 F(n, r) - 1. The above proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 2.1 implies 
tc(n - r, r) = F(n, r) - 1. Hence, iC(G*)i = tc(n - r, r). But Lemma 3.1 then 
implies that G* ~ T(n - r, r). 
Thus we can number the vertices of G* vr+~, • • •, v, so that vivj • e(G) if and 
only if i 4:j (mod r). There remains only to number the vertices of K1 so that for 
l<~i<~r and r+ l<~j<-n ,  v iv j•e(G)  if and only if i4=j(modr).  Since 
iC(G*)l = tc(n - r, r) = F(n, r) - 1 = iK (G) I -  1 we know that g is also surjective. 
As r<½n, then {vr+~,. . . ,  v2~} is a clique of G; call it K*. For each 
r + 1 ~ j  <~ 2r consider the complete subgraph on (vr+l, • • •, v2~} - (vj}. As g is 
surjective there is a clique Kj of G such that 
g(K j )  = r j  n a*  = . . . , v2r )  - 
Since Kj must contain exactly one vertex not in G* there is a vertex of K~, call it 
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v/_,, such that 
= (v ,+1,  . . . , v2 ,}  - {v j}  u 
In this manner, number  the vertices of vi of K1 for I <~ i <~ r, where i = j - r. 
For 2r + I ~< k <~ n we need to show that for I ~ i <~ r VkVi ~ e(G) if and only if 
k ~ i (mod r). First, assume k -- i (mod r). There is a number r + I ~< j0 ~< 2r such 
that k =j0(modr). Hence, Vk and vi are adjacent to aH of {V,+l,..., v>) -  
{Vjo }. Thus, vkvi~fe(G); otherwise, {Vk, Vi} U { 'Or+l , . . .  , V2r } -- (Vj0 } would be a 
complete graph on r + 1 vertices. 
Secondly, assume k ~ i (rood r). There are numbers r + 1 ~< jo, j l  ~< 2r such that 
k =jo(modr) and i =]l(modr). Thus  {Vk} U {V,+I , . . . ,  V2,} -- {Vjo, Vj~} is a 
complete subgraph of G*; call it Co. Since g is surjective, there is a clique Ko of 
G such that g(Ko)= Co = Ko N G*. So there must be exactly one vertex of Ko 
among Vl, •. •, v,; call it vx. Then x ~jo (mod r); otherwise, x = k (mod r) and 
from above v~vk ff e(G). Likewise, x ~ j  (mod r) for j e {r + 1 , . . . ,  2r} - {]1}; 
otherwise vxvj ~ e(G). Hence, x =jl (mod r) and x = i. Therefore, vi ~ Ko and 
lffklJ i E e(G). [] 
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